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LONG SHADOW CROSSES 
THE MOON OVER THE CITY 
LAST NIGHT
How long can long shadows be? The longest shadow I know is the shadow of the moon cast by the sun in parallax as it 
moves behind on a full Lunar Eclipse. In the city, some long shadows are often seen as a whole; some seen as a fragments. 
How long a long shadow is hard to determine visually because of the distortion, the stretch of the initiating form.

The ratio between the height of original form and the long shadow’s length seems to have no name. We can call it Form 
Height (FH) to Shadow Length (SL.) This ratio may or may not seem to matter, except in architecture it does matter because 
buildings cast shadows. And while architects do sun and shadow studies, they are not very good at understanding the 
nature of shadows much less making shadows as positive form. 

A stretched shadow can be seen as a kind of short shadow elong ated into a long shadow. Some way, all shadows are 
stretched and therefore long via elongation.

A full lunar eclipse in fact involves two long shadows overlapping each other. The long shadow of the sun shining on the 
earth which is cast out to the moon; and then the long shadow of the moon also made by the sun hitting the moon; but this 
second shadow behind the moon starts to gradually dissolve as the firs edge of the shadow of the earth, the penumbra,  
moves across the face of the moon. The earth’s shadow erases the moon’s shadow, or it makes a softer back shadow on 
the back, dark side of the moon. At some point shadow begins, at some point it disappears.

If there is a soft pre-conditioning edge, a preparatory transitional not-a-shadow shadow to the full total shadow of the full 
total lunar eclipse where the area of the penumbra acts as a typological in-between shadow, then one wonders if there is an 
in-between light and dark, a penumbra in regular shadow formation on a smaller scale and here on earth?



WEIGUAN NETIZENS
A fury has been unleashed in all directions from a 

curious kind of political ricochet around the Japanese 

Pavilion at Expo 2012 in Shanghai. It seems that 

Cheng Jianping, a.k.a. online as Wang Yi,  has been 

sent to a hard labor camp for one year because she 

had �disturbed the social order� by re- sending a 

Twitter message sent by her fiancé, Hua Chunhui, 

who, according the New York Times,  �mocked young 

nationalists who held anti-Japanese rallies in several 

cities last month. � �The original message goaded 

protestors to go beyond the smashing of Japanese 

products and express their fury at the heavily policed 

expo site� by attacking the Japan Pavilion. This 

message was sent to her from her fiancé Mr. Hua. It 

was sent out a second time in China by Ms. Cheng 

who added three extra words - “Charge, angry youth.” 

Within the Chinese legal system according to the 

New York Times, it is legit for police “to send people 

for so-called re-education through labor for up to 

four years without a trial.”  Also the New York Times 

reported that “Ms. Cheng is part of a group of daring 

freelance advocates known as weiguan who travel 

across the country to show up at courthouses where 

dissidents are on trial. In rare cases, the resulting 

deluge of phone calls has led to the speedy release 

of a detainee. There is a growing group of people like 

her, netizens who are moving from cyberspace to the 

real world, Ms. Xia said.”

View East from Zapp Urbanism offices into Central Park West, Duck Pond.



  

Spatial Engagement’s Chronotope in Electronic Art and the Public Sphere

The received notion of the public sphere in fact melds an array of narrative and structural elements into a domain of 

expressive possibility whose center of attention serves both aesthetic and intersubjective concerns. This commingling 

entails two dynamic affordances that have been especially open to manipulation through new media art: the presence 

of architecture as sculptural object, and the use of projective strategies for pluralistic communication. The latter works 

as a new branch of street performance, not for actors, but for media. The sense of novelty here is more than mechanical; 

it compacts the distance between human and machine, the latter increasingly assuming roles played by the former, but 

organizes both in a new coordinate space that is neither entirely physical/real nor virtual/technological.

New media sculpture’s appropriation of architecture’s physical affordances utilizes those as a support for the kind of 

overlay that emerges naturally on the computer screen but not in three dimensions. For media artists Holger Mader, 

Alexander Stubli, and architect Heike Wiermann  the perceptual superimposition of one geometric structure over 

another makes a contrasting statement of this kind. Here, the felt directness that inheres in the stationary physical 

authority of a building or sculptural object is embedded into and within the dynamic projection of a moving grid, lattice, 

or framework, presenting itself as objective in its own plane within three-dimensional virtual space. And although 

the projected imagery congeals into position and reconfigures the physical into what would seem a “physical+virtual” 

compound, addition is not the precise operator to summarize the conceptual result. We can see in the resulting image-

object evidence for how the categorical nature of image sequences, namely animation, is distinct from that of event 

sequences, namely, narrative; it is more accurately a progression of geometrical reconstructions whose logic destroys 

the confluence of order that a viewer expects when space and non-space collide and collude. It is the corollary of 

this distinction that Bakhtin finds in the literary novel’s relationship to temporal and spatial categories – a coordinate 

relationship that he terms the chronotope – and which is distinct for particular circumstances. In the romance, for 

example, Bakhtin locates narrative’s reliance on a space-time characteristic that is distinct from that which he terms 

“adventure-time”.  But in my present argument, the chronotope of spatial engagement is very particular to new media’s 

supplementation of subjective experience in architectural or real space.

This attribute is evident in Façade for example, a work originally designed for projection onto the Reykjavik headquarters 

building of Orkuveita Reykjavíkur, Iceland’s energy purveyor. The otherwise unremarkable, understated postmodern 

regularity of this structure is rendered unstable through a trans-axiality of non-Euclidian proportion. Abstract geometric 

forms appear in patterned unison, then, together, blend, meld, and transform into others equally rectilinear, with the 

unlikely flow of shifting desert sand. Depth against surface, figure against ground, edge against point, the primacy of 

spatial perception is subsumed under the polytonality of objects anchored in two separate coordinate systems within a 

single space.

POST-MEDIUM CRITIQUE

 Francisco J. Ricardo



This is not to say that projective space, as distinct from real space, obviates the social dynamic and function of 

spatial use as traditionally determined in the polis, or notion of the state as a representative layer over collective 

presence in a boundaried space. Rather, the character of projective space, which is already naturally transformative 

over architecture, is of a kind with what the notion of a dynamic democratic presence represented from the outset. 

It is, for example, in the early Habermas3 that full awareness of public sphere (Oeffentlichkeit) is first given, both as 

theoretical source of critique and empirical support for social transformation. As the historical roots of this term date 

back to the practices of the first democratic forum of ancient Greece, ‘public sphere’ has long been surrendered almost 

exclusively for political discourse. But it also operates elsewhere, in an art context, perhaps more openly, in ways 

that distinguish themselves from relations of power between humans and institutions. Here it would differentiate, 

for example, between perceptual provocation and moral persuasion.  But the public sphere’s immutable relevance 

and power, equally resonant with politics and with art despite their diverse agendas, lie in its potential for motorizing 

consciousness. Using the idea of the public sphere as the main analytic bludgeon in a sweeping critique aimed 

directly at the crisis of modernity, Habermas expanded previous thinking, constrained as it too often was, by the 

often longwinded pirouettes necessary to reduce the manifold reality of contemporary conditions down to Marxist or 

protest polemics. Inspired nonetheless but not constrained by such ideological biases (he owes much, for instance, to 

Horkheimer and Adorno’s Dialectic of Enlightenment) Habermas’s concept, perhaps theory, of the public sphere draws 

on more than history and philosophy, but sweeps through economics, architecture, and sociology of communication to 

expand the opposition first established between private sphere – the arena of domestic concerns – and public sphere 

up toward something more nuanced and complicated – and can therefore relate art’s response to the encroachment of 

the public sphere in private life. And in new media, this opposition has grown into a mutual inter-permeation, whereby 

the private self assumes a public sphere through the garb of a web persona from Facebook or MySpace, the bard of 

the blog, the prolocutor in the chat room, the doppelganger in Second Life. What means public sphere when each of 

those two words has been so altered by its virtual translation? Simply put, Habermas’s unspoken meta-contribution 

lies in first offering up an objective, workable, and sustainable distinction between the ideological and the critical, 

theretofore entirely conflated within Marxist discourse, and one might bear in mind the consequences for new media 

art criticism.

But this is not the only expanded alteration of importance to us. There are two other terms which have been observed 

operating in semantic equivalence in the work of Habermas, Horkheimer and Adorno: modernity and avant-garde.4 

While they may adequately serve the aims of critical political discourse as synonyms there, a difference among them 

bears retaining, particularly in the language of art, where they relate less through parity than through a kind of 

coextension of one another. In particular, the complex conditions of modernity extend to relations of production that 

are directed by divergent lines of interest, lines which often remain faithful to conventions where monetary value is 

manipulated and accumulates most steadily. In the art world, the gladiatorial venue for this ‘conservative modernity’ is 

the auction house, in which work from previous generations is traded as never before, applying price scales exceeding 

those of the diamond industry. One can say, much more recently, that the same now applies to new art as well. But the 

trade in avant-garde art is much more bipolar, tenuous, selective, than that of prior generations, so that the sentiments 

that motivate the rules for this new kind of extreme value exchange are not in balance with those which, operating 

in the same spatio-temporal conditions of modernity, have produced and championed the avant-garde. In fact, the 

nadir of the modernity versus avant-garde wedge can, uniquely in art and unlike any other industry or discipline, be 

identified as radiating from one person, in Clement Greenberg, whose value judgments polarized the art world in 

precisely this way. But for art, the real factor of interest relating modernity and avant-garde is no longer played out in 

differences between formal abstractions of judgment like those which Greenberg articulated, flatness, for example, 

intimately tied with painting or sculptural modes of production. This battleground has been supplanted by others, 

the near-political zone and debates of the increasingly expanded and variegated public sphere is one of them. It is in 

that particular theatre that the sentiments of the avant-garde appear most poignantly, hold up a mirror to, and even 

clash with, the assumed framework of modernity in which the populace operates. Public art has come to challenge the 

public’s understanding of the functions of art and of space.

Of course, the infamous case of this challenge, chronicled in the story of Richard Serra’s Tilted Arc, serves as the 

icon of a polemic of the avant-garde within and against the assumptions of the public sphere. Commissioned by the 

U.S. General Services Administration’s Arts-in-Architecture program for the Federal Plaza in New York City, Richard 

Serra designed and placed a 120 foot long, 12 foot high wall of cor-ten steel so as to cut a previously unobstructed 



walking space almost entirely into diagonal halves. Serra’s spatial rupture made explicit the subversive use of art 

and the susceptibility of space to artistic objectification; in perhaps his most explicit remark on the sculpture as a 

phenomenological function, Serra asserted that “The viewer becomes aware of himself and of his movement through 

the plaza. As he moves, the sculpture changes. Contraction and expansion of the sculpture result from the viewer’s 

movement. Step by step the perception not only of the sculpture but of the entire environment changes.” But this 

polemic of art and public sphere played out in the reconfiguring use of space – and in ferocious arguments in legal and 

critical circles – proved unequivocally tense, and art lost. Nine years after being erected in 1981, the sculpture was 

ordered destroyed. In its own arc of construction, “use.”  and destruction this one work therefore responded both to the 

assumable notions of modernity – an unquestioning, uncritical avowal of art in almost anesthetic echoes of decorative 

art – whose (literal and figurative) position ultimately realized a necessary and conscious attack on those assumptions 

for art, space, and style that defines avant-garde as the refutation, rather than the Habermasian synonym, of modernist 

assumption. Through Tilted Arc, historians, political functionaries and the public found that while art of modernity 

extends the current environmental conditions for contemporary adaptation, avant-garde art confronts and redirects 

them, the literal case of which became the public sphere-as-experience of the sculpture’s plaza visitors. For when Serra 

stresses the engagement aesthetic, the explicit goal of transforming of viewer into the subject (“space becomes the sum 

of successive perceptions of the place. The viewer becomes the subject”), he also makes that viewer into a proxy for the 

public sphere. As the avant-garde will, to quote the formalist phrase, make the familiar strange, the previous absence of 

even the vaguest reflection on space, destination, goal, and time that each pedestrian could afford to not-experience in 

Federal Plaza became replaced by the hyper-consciousness of those aims that Tilted Arc, as art (or obstacle) brought to 

inescapable awareness.

While one’s initial impression of avant-garde art comes to view as something abstract, formal, removed, and intellectually 

inscrutable, it is in the public sphere that what is an innocuous lout in this figure inexplicably becomes the threatening 

menace of corrupting value. Serra’s rightful anger found the crux of this turning point in the mind-numbing aesthetic 

judgments of political critics and pundits, whose diatribes for American freedom and democracy encountered 

no contradiction in their equally vociferous arguments for censorship of works which offended their own myopic 

sensibilities.8 Moreover, as Serra’s lawyers discovered, laws protecting copyright offered no protection on grounds of 

moral right of an artist to claim legal protection from distortion, defacement, or in this case, destruction, of a work once 

it is sold. A work, once sold, could be (and was) destroyed if the owner didn’t like it. This is problematic enough when 

it applies to a single individual (such as when a Japanese bank president destroyed a Noguchi sculpture that was not 

deemed worthy of artistic interest) but when the owner is the public, the work of art speaks in the public sphere, and 

the de facto executor becomes the bureaucratic public administrator.  Conservative arguments, like those overbearing 

dismissals of Hilton Kramer, refused to acknowledge the responsibility that necessarily accompanies the modes 

deliberative engagement and expression that the public sphere has historically afforded the populace and upon which 

democracy itself depends. Instead, the problem becomes restated as one of offensiveness to the public. What originates 

as the engagement aesthetic of Serra’s wish to make the implicit explicit, to bring to conscious awareness the function of 

space and art in it, distorts into an attack on the part of the artist against the public.  Consider Kramer’s misrepresentation 

of Serra:

What proved to be so bitterly offensive to the community that “Tilted Arc” was commissioned to serve was its total 

lack of amenity indeed, its stated goal of provoking the most negative and disruptive response to the site the sculpture 

dominated with an arrogant disregard for the mental well-being and physical convenience of the people who were 

obliged to come into contact with the work in the course of their daily employment. When engagement is recast as 

obligation, art judged by the extreme adjective of “decency” (burdening art with the impossibly subjective and historically 

transient definition of decency) no work in the public sphere can survive, for what work of art has the option to appear 

and disappear at the whim of a member of that public unable to critically reconsider his own conservative sensibilities? 

How in fact can the public sphere operate at all when it can be censored, shut down, controlled by rules of order defined 

by any single group whose umbrage is first or most virulently provoked? An historically, the effect is amplified; the avant-

garde in this kind of public sphere is afforded no bottom or anchor.

If materially originated avant-garde art like Tilted Arc can find such little protection in the public sphere, what of art in 

the hyper-contemporary spaces of the virtual sphere, most of which is by definition avant-garde? Critiques that first 



looked at contemporary artists and works through the lens of their response to and relevance with ideological and 

counter-ideological statements ought to be extended in correspondence with the augmentation of the public sphere 

into virtual dimensions, particularly as this also-contemporary octave of the public sphere provides an empirical 

platform for dialogue on the same matters of substance that consumed the 18th century salons of which Habermas 

wrote. There is no doubt but that the participatory characteristics of that environment are increasingly corroborated by 

empirical research that should also enter the discursive spaces of art criticism in contemporary engagement, because 

destruction of art is not in the interest of that public sphere. It is within art, in fact that the public sphere can voice 

distinctly, uniquely, autonomously, single poles of oppositions that cannot be separated or stated apart from their 

mutual antagonism in the political forum alone. In its many provocations, contemporary art can and does address 

themes of money (or not), of violence (or not), of coercion (or not), of tradition (or not), of class and stratification (or 

not). Naturally, this capability for voicing one side in exclusion of the other predates new media art, and is so clearly 

the prerogative of the artist that even within highly specific strategies of production – for example, text art –an entire 

oeuvre articulates either ideologically, as does that of Barbara Kruger, or not, as relates to that of Lawrence Weiner, or, 

alternatively, can ambiguously fringe the margin throughout, as does the work of Jenny Holzer, or projectively, that of 

Krzysztof Wodiczko.

This is not to disavow the real political character of much new media art, which turns to the conventional uses of the 

public sphere – the examples of Kanarinka, Jane Marsching argue this explicitly. And, offered up not merely less as 

an art-political than art-prophylactic intervention, Paul Notzold describes his aptly titled TXTual Healing as an SMS-

enabled interactive street performance, as another case of spatial engagement whose own chronotope is more than 

imaginary.

Kanarinka, a.k.a. Catherine D’Ignazio, is an artist and educator whose artwork is participatory and distributed - a single project might take 
place online, in the street and in a gallery, and involve multiple audiences participating in different ways for different reasons. Her practice is 
collaborative even when she says it’s not. 



Binocular HOUSE                                                                                                               Michael Bell Architect
. 

The Binocular House embodies a set of attempts to measure flatness against a precipice of deep space by way of 
removing the middle ground. The layering manifests a tension between the foreground and the implications of a distant 
background; of depth pushed to troubled limits; and its visual compression layered against close and distant surfaces 
with no in-between. Also, the Binocular House is literally Miesien in its origins. The client sought a house in dialogue with 
the Farnsworth House, but it was actually realized against a project analyzed from an earlier period of my own Corbusian 
work, a project based in Hejduk’s writings but also having invocations of Slutzky’s inside-out space. To arrive at Mies by 
way of Le Corbusier was to first note the flatness of glass as surface and wall, rather than curtain, and to see this flatness 
as a refutation of the pleasure of depth and distance that was often available in Le Corbusier’s most plastic work. This 
compelled a set of glass houses in my own work. It was not the transparency but the opacity, or coplanar solidity, that is 
viewable in the glass from a side view., and it was very much the weight and balance required to properly set glass in a 
frame.  

But the IGU is also figured, in a large way, and pushed the comprehension of visual space through Hofmann and Slutzky 
and on towards Pollock, towards a recognition that the IGU has two postures and two relations to gravity. It seemed 
possible to accentuate the flatness of the glass in both its fabrication and implementation, in its horizontal origin and its 
vertical position, to see glass as a extremely dense wall, rather than a clear membrane. Here its transparency reveals a 
depth of field, but one also begins to tie its potential to readings of gravity drawn on a three-eighth-inch-deep pool of 
liquid glass. Glass is self-leveling and pools during formation. It forms while heat is slowly removed, before the material 
becomes stable but also causing it to become increasingly brittle. The lifting of glass from this state is crucial. Surface 
tensions, especially in tempered glass, allow it to shatter if hit on the edge while resisting damage from perpendicular 
force. It is the act of lifting it in place after fabrication and during installation that reveals the material’s weight and 
limited stability. The weight formed in a three-eighth-inch pool is now staged through a nine-foot-high vertical pane, or 
two for an IGU.

For art historian Clement Greenberg, a Jackson Pollock painting—executed on the floor of his studio and choreographed 
by action, material weight and forces of velocity and viscosity—became a “painting” only when it was made vertical. 
If approached with a memory of its fabrication, glass is similar, and an IGU is even more complex. The vertical panes 
reveal where deep visual transparency becomes apparent but is simultaneously conflated with an opacity and sense 
of material weight, even density. If the glass is thicker—as it is in the Binocular House at three-eighth-inch per pane 



Binocular HOUSE                                                                                                               Michael Bell Architect
and one-and-one-quarter-inch per IGU—the effect of the weight is palpable and structurally significant. The downward 
sense of weight is real; the pull into horizontal space is immense, and the architect’s sense of surface tension is never far 
from one’s awareness. These conditions were once set in construction: glass is set and it stays in place. They are easily 
understood as difficult, tenuous, and often characterized as ineffable, but as conditions they are also quite literal and 
carry didactic repercussions. Glass is a dangerous conflation of mitigating forces. Tension and compression race through 
its otherwise visually simple shape. It has distinct lives that demand different axes of sustenance. It then becomes glass, 
if we accept Greenberg’s logic, only when it is placed in the vertical axis. These realizations about the nature of glass and 
an IGU are convened by way of Hejduk, by the nature of the material itself and by way of production of an IGU, as well as 
by the figure or space of in the work of Mies.

 If read against the exceeded limits of the Carpenter Center’s plastic apparatus—against the embodied tensions in glass, 
rather than transparency—and if the final evidence or literal transparency is mixed with the memory of the material 
weight when horizontal, a project for architectural space arises in which the curtain wall is not based in fabric, weaving, 
or surface texture but as a mix of depth and flatness, a visual field constructed by memories of a material field. The eye is 
being pulled into space, but so, too, it remains aware of the material’s own weight. This is the nature of glass at its limits, 
as in the immense IGUs installed in the Binocular House, which measure fourteen feet across and nine-feet tall. Such 
proportions drive the Binocular House’s spatial tensions. This aspect of the glass is not Miesien; instead, it relates to the 
glass’s own history and the literal aspects of its fabrication in completely contemporary terms and potentials.

The Binocular House was designed to form an extended edge: a 270-foot perimeter, compared to the 194-foot-long 
Johnson House. Composed of three-eighth-inch thick glass set into IGUs, rather than the one-quarter-inch thick, single 
panes of the Johnson house, the material produces a very different final effect.  In terms of literal weight and optic 
density, this constitutes a far heavier perimeter than that of the Farnsworth House or the Johnson Glass House. Glass on 
its edge is a different condition then glass on its surface. On it edge, glass is a myriad of planar stress; across its surface is 
a network of brittle stresses. The Binocular House comprises a 24,000-pound surface; in comparison, the Johnson House 
would weigh approximately 6400 pounds. 

A transcription is complex, and sometimes its derivations are driven by authorship or conflation of sources, such as with 
Mies and Corb; or by analysis, as with Hejduk on Corb; and sometimes by material, assembly, or the memory of all, 
including the labor of placing it in a frame.



The Binocular House was designed to form an extended edge: a 270-foot perimeter, compared to the 194-foot-long Johnson House. 
Composed of three-eighth-inch thick glass set into IGUs, rather than the one-quarter-inch thick, single panes of the Johnson house, the 
material produces a very different final effect.  In terms of literal weight and optic density, this constitutes a far heavier perimeter than that 
of the Farnsworth House or the Johnson Glass House. Glass on its edge is a different condition then glass on its surface. On its edge, glass 
is a myriad of planar stress; across its surface is a network of brittle stresses. The Binocular House comprises a 24,000-pound surface; in 
comparison, the Johnson House would weigh approximately 6,400 pounds. 



When it comes down to it, architecture is made up of points, lines, and planes in plan, section, and elevation.  The Binocular Glass House by 
Michael Bell is made of eight, straight lines in plan – it’s that easy and yet that hard but proven here to be enough.

The Binocular House, Michael Bell Architect for Richard Press and Philip Gefter. 



RESISTANCE TO
Adam Wiseman

The term resistance is most often used to refer to a political or personal act.    In this case, however, it is more akin 

to electrical resistance; the degree of physical opposition a material provides against flowing current.  Scientifically, 

this can be depicted with great facility—an electrician or engineer would provide diagrams and maybe equations 

as proof.  In three-dimensions, one has to shift gears to imagine what the resisting force would look like, and in 

sculpture, or built form for instance, this can be performed.  Forces (carving, chiseling, bending) manipulate a 

material, and, assuming that it does not disintegrate, what results is the artwork’s resistance.  Since sculpting 

everything that comes to mind is impossible, painting is used.  The painting becomes a sieve that captures portions 

of this rapid, flowing substance all within the boundary of the page, in colors and lines. In an effort to abstractly 

represent three-dimensional space in two dimensions, what is drawn and painted is the invisible architectonic 

resistance.  Culturally, painting functions as the embodiment of personal ritual tied to daily making.  As citizens, few 

things are fabricated in such a way that they are made and un-made daily.  Pre-classical Greeks thought of the city 

as woven, and their daily rituals across the city grain would leave traces that ultimately resulted in the city fabric.  

Their buildings and streets would respond to this weave of bodies and light.  In these particular paintings, the colors 

and lines respond to each other compositionally in the same manner.  Humans need to fabricate daily, and in a 

sense, these are imaginary cities.  By resisting the urge to construct or to transform these paintings into objects, or 

give them in any aspect an extra dimension, their analog is preserved.  Therefore, they can continue to contain the 

imaginary, and cannot be built unless they were somehow merged and could function as a psychic urban armature.





Trash Models by Adam Wiseman





URBAN MIRROR SQUINT 
Andrew MacNair

The window looks west out onto the sidewalk along the avenue.  The avenue runs north to south. The sidewalk is on the west 

side of the avenue.  The window is in a small café on street level.  The view from inside out looks on the diagonal northwest to the 

corner of the café. On the north wall in the corner is a large mirror covering most of the wall top to bottom and left to right. The 

mirror faces south. The window faces west.

While looking both out and into this corner where wall mirror meets windows at a right angle, one sees several views at the same 

time.  At first it seems to be an oh-well – we’ve seen this many times before as a good way to open up a small space with a mirror 

wall.  But on longer looking, we see something strange, another something we New Yorkers take for granted – we see two way 

traffic on the street and two way pedestrians walking on the sidewalk.  But the direction of the cars and buses on the street and 

the direction of the people waking is strange and confounding.  The more we look the more confusing it becomes. What is where 

on the street and who is where on the sidewalk - and when?

For the moment, I want to describe what happens visually looking from the inside out towards the corner where mirror meets the 

glass. First, to document what I see; and second, to try to figure it out. Sitting and watching these are the numerous scenarios that 

occur. I see out the window a man walking from the south to the north on the sidewalk, I see him at the same time walking from 

the north to the south in the mirror – same man walking in two opposite directions at the same time. Then as he moves closer 

to himself walking in opposite directions on the same sidewalk he suddenly disappears.  The two images of the same man in two 

different directions meet and cancel each other – poof, gone.

Next, we see a woman out the window walking south along the sidewalk. At the same time, we see the same woman from her 

back walking north in the mirror.  As she walks further south out the window, she is also walking further north in the mirror.  She 

too disappears but not at the point of total merge but at some point of distance out of the frame of vision defined by the limits, 

the edge of the window for the view of her moving south and then by the physical limit of the wall mirror being able to see only 

so far before loosing sight of her.  This woman disappears by two sudden cut frame cut-offs but not at the same time.  As the 

woman disappears walking south out the window to the left of the café window frame, I can still see her back walking north in the 

mirror on the wall. She appears as two figures, then one of her figures disappear (the first, real one), the other figure (second, not 

real, reflective) is still seen walking north, and then suddenly she is gone too – out of sight two times, twice.

Now, we see a boy in the mirror walking south, but we do not see him out the window.  As we walks further south - and closer 

to the front of the café window, he suddenly appears out the window walking north. We see the boy both walking south in the 



mirror and walking north outside, he disappears in the same instance as the man walking both ways towards himself – front to 

front.  The boy disappears when the mirror image meets the out the window image.  This is a variation on the dual movement of 

the man.

Then, we see a girl walking south in the mirror. Just watching her in a single view image without watching her, or looking for her to 

come into the frame of the café window, she suddenly disappears in the mirror movement.  I turn to find her in the window, She is 

totally gone.  I never saw her enter outside the window frame at all.  She must have turned east, to go inside the shop next door, 

before the frame of the café window.  But this is disconcerting when trying to figure out the principles of this simple reflective 

system. She has, however, broken the system, by turning right (east) and going inside. This throws off the flow of what we see.

So too, we see a couple coming up the street walking north while looking in the diagonal view of the mirror where they look like 

they are walking down the street (south). By now we see and think in double, simultaneously, oh, yes they are the same couple, 

yes they are the same couple but walking in two different, opposite directions at the same pace and same time and same line.  

But then, again, they are gone. Suddenly they are standing behind me in the café. The door of the café is to the left of the window 

frame. The door is behind me. So I do not see the door when looking and watching on this keen diagonal. The café door makes 

an east to west path perpendicular to the sidewalk and window, but parallel to the mirror. It is present but not visible from this 

view point. Yet this couple tips the system to include not only a paradox of appearance disappearing re-appearing but also to sign 

inside now as part of outside space and time – instead of inside just being me and my eye watching outside.

In reverse, while watching back on the keen diagonal, the couple suddenly reappears from the wall seen in the mirror back onto 

the sidewalk where they just walk straight out (west) and across the street in the pause (red light) of the north bound traffic of 

cars, buses, trucks, and bikes. I only see them in the mirror, but their walking out (west) seems to be the same direction as their 

actual walking out  of the café behind me. But then they too disappear in their walking away an across the street beyond the left 

limit and edge of the mirror wall. However - I see a blue bus now in the mirror going south (downtown.) I do not see it out the 

window in the street beyond the sidewalk.  But then in a bit, I do see the blue bus out the window running north (uptown) too. 

It is the same bus going in opposite directions but head on.  The two views run into each other, but the buses do not collide. The 

bus stops.  But there was no collision, these are just views – one real, one not. The stopped blue bus out the window in the street 

going north (uptown) is now merged into the stopped blue bus in the mirror going south (downtown) as one double long bus 

stopped with two backs end-to-end and no front.

And so, I get up and leave wondering which image I am in - or part of  now - then leaving the café door going west, out of the wall, 

turning right on the sidewalk heading north (uptown), entering the café window frame, walking north (uptown), and possibly 

being seen walking south (downtown) at the same time in the opposite direction only to disappear in two sudden erasures north 

and south, uptown and then downtown in full frontal merge collision into invisible nothingness?



NIGHT INFLATION   BALLOONS OF MYTHIC CHARACTERS   
            FOR MACY’S THANKSGIVING DAY PARADE

Notes on Seeing Inflation - the Night before the Thanksgiving Parade by Macy’s Department Store on Central Park West around the 
side streets of the American Museum of Natural History, November 24, 2010

The parade is a city spectacle made by Macy’s Department store downtown on West 34 Street and Broadway to launch the Christmas 
shopping season with many happy posing star-people, mostly on moving floats and open convertible cars waving, marching bands, all 
punctuated with slow, flying  70 foot high rubber balloons of mostly cartoon characters – Snoopy, Sponge Bob, Hello Kitty, Shrek.

We know the parade well from many years as New Yorkers -  watching it up close from the street, from seeing it from inside a friend’s 
apartment on Central Park West through sealed triple glazed windows, and, of course, from television with great close-ups.

And seeing the balloon characters in what they call “Inflation” the night before is astonishingly powerful, exciting, and fun. There are 
over a million people going. Lined up in massive streams along the sidewalks inching along in a slow shuffle, thousands of people are 
gently directed by police up the back Columbus avenue, across the street, back down the sidewalk behind the Natural History museum, 
and then along the side streets of West 77 Street heading east to the park there are the balloons all blown up, laying down under thin 
white nets held by hundreds of sandbags. 

At first it is wildly mysterious. You cannot tell which character each balloon is until a child shouts “It’s Shrek!” or you see a tell-tale signs 
that signal which character it is- Hey look the green foot of Kermit, the backpack of Dairy of a Wimpy Kid Greg Hefly, the brown flying 
cap of Snoopy, cobwebs of Spiderman, and the bright blue hat with a little thingy of Kool Aid Man.

The whole street becomes a horizontal wild wall. It is an abstraction of the kinetic energy of the fulfillment, the awakening from night 
sleep of the cartoon characters in the morning parade. The street is a still-life, at times gently moving in the wind,  of  giant soft form - 
pumped up colorful simple volumes expressing the life, the vitality, and the  enormity of folk mythic volume at once real and fictive, but 
all true.

Johanna Post



While shuffling along, one can’t help but notice the bright lights lighting the stunning pinkish brown stones of the American Museum 
of Natural History standing solidly in the middle of the double New York block. On second glance, one can’t help but refocus to realize 
that the throng we are in is the parade that night, that while the inflated cartoon characters lay in horizontal respite, we the throng are 
actually en parade – moving along while the big balloons watch us. Aren’t we the freaks – mere mortals - to their eternal mythos? 
Sponge Bob, Spiderman, Snoopy might outlive us all, forever, when we are all gone.

On third look - the other way to the museum, or the “Zooseum,” as our daughter, Femke,  calls it, one again cannot help but be 
reminded of what is housed inside that massive stone building – a floating from the ceiling is a  hugh whale - like a Macy ‘s parade 
balloon.!

Look - there are giant dinosaur skeletons running around in the front hall-   African elephants lumbering in the dark, lions and tigers 
Indians and Eskimos, and  wow, even an ancient Chinese tribes hunting and cooking whales in ice bound villages3,000 years ago, a 
big ball for studying the stars, planets, and the universe. Then are also extraordinary research and production labs for studying natural 
history there and far, far away.

We folks gawking on the sidewalk are caught between two worlds – the outside world of Macy’s parade of fictive, fantasy cartoon 
characters inflated for 1 day a year to launch Christmas sales at Macy’s –all in the name of good commerce and the inside world  of the 
museum of natural history

Then, and now, the parade changes with the recent addition in the past few years of what the Macy’s parade organizer,  Robin Hall calls 
“high art” balloons. Ms. Hall says the parade is “a snapshot of American culture.”  Along with the popular balloons, “there’s room in this 
parade for – and have always believed - for high art.” So with that the Macy’s parade has included annual inserts of high art starting in 
2005 with a upside-down balloon by Tom Otterness of Humpty Dumpty and in 2007 a silver rabbit by Jeff Koons, and in 2008 a balloon 
but the dead artists Keith Haring of a “Haring figure holding up a heart, to mark what would have been the artists 50th birthday.” And 
now, we have this year have two inserted inflations, and maybe conflations by the Japanese artist Takashi Murakami of his two popular 
cat characters Kai Kai and Kiki. 

While the parade is supposed to mirror American culture, one has to ask why are Murakami two cats included when there are myriad 
other examples of characters, that mirror American popular culture today? And we have to also ask why high art has to be injected into 
what is an astonishingly popular, convincing, and thrilling work of both a commercial and pop nature that has become an truly reflective 
American folk parade – by anonymous people for the sheer pleasure for anybody and everybody.  Leave the stars limply waving and 
sweetly smiling in their convertibles and on their floats from West 81 Street to Macy’s on West 34 Street so good, old Santa Claus can 
be the star - the spirit of Christmas.



LOT-EK’S LATEST PROJECT IS - the Open School for the Anyang Public Art Project 2010 (APAP) is 
tethered to the ground rather than being built on it. This caution-yellow chevron pavilion lunges out over the southern bank of 
the Anyang River making as bold a statement as any building of its size could among monotonous and dreary development 
that is radically and hastily transforming South Korea’s urban peripheries.The force of the building, designed as an open 
venue and exhibition space with artist studios and offices for the staff, is a dramatic step away from the now ubiquitous, 
even anaesthetizing, and cobbling of used shipping containers. No, this is less like an assembly of steel boxes and more of a 
corrugated ouroboros twisting back and forth on itself before ultimately returning to its beginning. The meandering procession 
through the expanding and dividing internal space of this pavilion exists in direct opposition to the logic that governs the apat 
ama, the large residential towers towering above.This building evokes bold exploration and exuberant reflection but does not 
take itself too seriously. It does this not through a rigorous inquiry of connections and modifications, but through an informal 
approach - as in a game of twenty questions. This very consequential playfulness can be seen on several levels: the positioning 
of the pavilion over the river bank, the crooked and wrapped graphics, the viewing tubes aligned like eyelashes, the sliced-
off sides, and the yellow underfoot and overhead. It all comes together like an outrageous yet gregarious relative at those 
otherwise somber family reunions. More than any of their previous experiments with shipping containers, the strategies Lot-ek 
uses in Open School exploits container technology not at the scale of the object itself but rather at the scale of the object’s 
components. Though far from parametric in its physical implementation, it no less applies a parametric design strategy - at least 
as a conceptual framework - in the project’s development. The hick-cup here actually works to the project’s advantage, taunting 
us to find something recognizable that was never really there.This is not just a pavilion constructed of shipping containers 
any more than one might say a traditional Korean meal is just an assemblage of cabbages; there is more going on here. By 
starting with the container as a conceptual building block instead of a literal one, its familiar materials, textures, spaces, and 
forms are stretched, interrupted, sheered, and bent to achieve an otherwise unfamiliar result. Combining this kind of plasticity 
with existing methods of container assembly produces a kind of post-industrial Mannerism that has long been overdue.

by Tommy Manuel



Not Not Architecture #78, South Elevation, June 2010, 1 in a series of 204 paintings as investigations into Not Not, Andrew MacNair

Philosophy of  art traditionally deals with aesthetics asking two questions:  what is art and what is beauty? These two questions 

are typical of  western philosophy. Let’s move away from western philosophy and go east. The first Sanskrit literature is contained in the 

Vedas texts and in the last books of  these texts. The Upanishads deal with philosophy. While western philosophy generally dealt with the 

material versus the immaterial and asking “What it is?” Upanishadic philosophy dealt primarily with two subjects: human suffering 

and dualism. The dualism discussed in the Upanishads is aimed towards what is perceived in reality versus what is actual reality. 

The distinction between what is in one’s mind and what is true reality had important reverberations for art.  How can we distinguish 

between what is external to our minds to what appears in our minds. If  art is an extension of  our mind then it too is susceptible to the 

Upanishadic dualism of  reality. If  the artist only wants to communicate what is in one’s mind then they do not need to dwell more on 

this. Their art is an extension of  their mind, which is their perception of  reality.  But if  the artist is to take a humanitarian approach 

to art and want art to have a relation with the world (nature, humans, souls, reality), then the artists themselves must connect to the 

world.  The Upanishads speak of  Atman, or a divine self. This true-self  is embodied in all humans and once one achieves their true-self  

they thereby become one with the ultimate universe. The pursuit of  finding one’s true-self  is what spawned multiple religions based on 

the Vedic texts, the most common three are: Buddhism, Hinduism, and Jainism.  So, in regard to ancient Eastern philosophy and art, if  

you find your true-self, you then find the true form in the world around us, its colors, shapes, lines, movements, tensions, and so on. By 

finding this true form the artist can then recreate the world however he or she sees fit, whether on canvas or though design, and affect 

the minds and souls of  others.     

Maceij Rocki



Miami SeaplaneTerminal on Biscayne Bay                             
Jake Brillhart
The Miami Sea Plane Terminal, a stilted buoy, is tethered to Miami’s memory of building and landscape in Biscayne Bay. Looking back, 

the Stilted Buoy is inspired by the resilience of Stiltsville and pays homage to Jeanne Claude and Christo’s wild, electric pink Surrounded 

Islands project temporarily installed in the bay in 1983. The seaplane and water taxi terminal accepts the inescapable realities of nature 

by giving the land back to Biscayne Bay. In doing so, the translucent terminal wing, propped up out of the water, is offers a new model 

for an amphibious architecture, a modern-day Stiltsville, understood in the contemporary context of climate warming and rising sea 

levels.  Its luminous pink legs and platform, visible underneath shallows of Miami’s azure blue sea, echoes the idea of the Surrounded 

Islands project.  The layering of pink applies the true “color of Miami” to the one island that was previously too large for Christo to wrap.  

It also completes the terminus of the axis of the original Christo design, which followed a chain of natural barrier islands.  Christo said, 

“the color also allows this project to be seen, approached and enjoyed from the land, the water, and the air.”  The Stilted Buoy made of 

translucent concrete, acts as an energetic counterpoint to Miami’s corporate condo-dominated glass skyline. In the early morning and 

late afternoon,  when the sun is low, the Sea Plane Terminal becomes translucent, like a jellyfish, while later as the sun sets is becomes a 

white concrete wing.  A land-based hangar building services the primary needs of the airport, including drop-off and pick-up, passenger 

screening and storage. The Stilted Buoy Terminal is as a main gate and observational tower out in the bay which frames panoramic 

views of Miami’s green-blue waters and incoming seaplanes. Inside is a commercial space, restaurant, and ground control tower.
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HIGHLINE 23 
PROJECT NOTES FROM OFFICE OF NEIL DENARI 

ARCHITECT

Developed by Alf Naman and currently in 

construction, HL23 is a 14 floor condominium 

tower that responds to a unique and challenging 

site directly adjacent to the High Line at 23rd 

street in New York’s West Chelsea Arts district.  

With the first phase opened from July 2009 (from 

12th-20th street), the High Line will extend north 

until its terminus at 34th Street in its second 

phase to open in 2010.  This new linear park, 

elevated above the street 25 feet  on the existing 

rail infrastructure, offers people new chances 

to interact with the city’s rich architectural 

heritage and its vibrant future.  Designed by Field 

Operations and Diller Scofidio + Renfro, the High 

Line Park advances a merger between various 

urban ecologies both found and implanted. HL23 

is a structure precisely shaped by a confluence of 

these forces.

Partially impacted by a spur from the elevated 
tracks that make up the High Line superstructure, 
the site is 40’ x 99’ at the ground street floor.  
The site and the developer demanded a specific 
response yielding a project that is a natural 
merger between found and given parameters 
and architectural ambition.   For the client, the 
question was how to expand the possible built 
floor area of a restricted zoning envelope.  For the 
site, a supple geometry must be found to allow a 
larger building to stand in very close proximity to 
the elevated park of the High Line.  Together, the 
demands produced a building with one unit per 
floor and three distinct yet coherent facades - a 
rarity in Manhattan’s block structure. Consisting of 
one condominium per floor, the main living areas 
and views are oriented toward the south, while 
the east façade facing the high line is formed as a 
sculptural surface with smaller windows allowing 
privacy and framed views across Manhattan. A 
custom, spandrel-free curtain wall of glass and 
stainless steel mega-panels hang on a complex, 
cantilevered steel frame, generating expression 
within systematic economy.  Since the building 
sits in the middle of the Chelsea Arts District, it 
attempts to deliver a commercially viable, highly 
crafted object that can take its place among the art 
shown in the nearby galleries.



One of the hardest aspects of architecture is to sustain idea from conceptual start to constructed finish. 

The client does not really want to hear all about it. The contractor couldn’t care less. The city may like it but never 
understand. From early flash, first sketch, hunch, glimmer, the ideas, and the feelings for what a building can be 
is captured in the minds’ eye with intent to be built.  The grueling part is to sustain that flicker – going from the 
unformed to the formed, from flash to construction to finished building. What usually happens is that as it goes 
along, we architects try to not only transform idea and feeling into built final form but also find we have to protect 
it – this is the Egg of Architecture: strong one way, delicate another. 

As ideas enter construction, it is astounding to watch the idea grow to take form in what is still a raw, grubby 
day-to-day process of building.  As building grows out of the ground, off the street, up into the sky its frame is 
the kinetic skeleton – both supportive of physicality and generative of idea energy. Idea being the being building 
building: ground up, inside out.

Over the past few years - watching the shifting tree-like frame in the new Highline 23 by Neil Denari - we saw a 
new building genre of a bio-mechanical kinesthesis evolve: Piece by piece the broken angular steel frame leapt 
up, over, across several floors defying the very gravity that steel tracks, trains and trestles and buildings must 
defy to hold physical loads of weight, wind, motion, snow up, across, under, around, and over.

The Highline 23 tower morphed from rational frame to abstract tree to human - from the norm to exception. 
As it rose, the building bent one way out over the Highline tracks and park, then stepped the other way out 
to the street without the usual gymnastics of the oujiboard push and pull that many architects blithely use to 
superficially twist and turn tower models with wet, whimsical finger tips.   

What Denari has done is to build a vertical trestle, a vertical crossorards between street on groub, tracks on 
trestle. and a vertical zig-zag bridging - as its own dynamic XYZ intersection. It is both an adventuresome work of 
structural engineering as well a work of architecture second (donen in conjunction with DiSimone Enginneers.)  
Apartment dwellers live in the pressure, or the gaps between a vertical trestle at the pinch, the squeeze, the 
crunch, and rip of a charged urban intersection – thus we get a pinched, squeezed, crunched, and ripped totemic 
tower.

The final challenge of sustaining intended ideas and feelings in the building process of architecture is the 
excruciating moment when frame is finished and skin goes on and over frame. This is such a crucial and difficult 
moment of either making or breaking the manifestation of idea into building – most buildings are ruined when 
the outside material goes on.  Someway this most important aspect is not discussed in schools of architecture, 
and somehow most architects ate pretty terrible in making the building come true. It, meaning the “It of It,” or the 
Architecture of the architecture, and architect, gets so radically changed by burying the kinetic energy of inside, 
structural construction that the outside goes flat and dead – the reason is not that the interior structure must be 
expressed, this is too easy and still goes flat and dead, but that volume of space within form is killed. There is no 
volume. There may be the resulting form but volume is missing. Skin usually is badly done; buildings then are 
mere cartoons of their original computer renderings.

Neil Denari seems to understand this. We see it, feel it. His taut metallic skin  stretched over and between frame 
expresses the shrill of engineering forms exuded by pressure, the forces of mathematics calculating a quiet 
strength of what appears in the end as a flattened steel frame, and dynamical physics of human anatomical 
operations pressing, bulging emphatically outwards showing power via firm, bio-mechanical inner volume. 

In an ancient Greek column volume was called entasis. In Frege’s philosophy it is called Farbung – volume as 
voice with color. Essentially, It is about energy not just matter.  Most towers in Manhattan today are only about 
their form and skin as a decorators wall paper for a mere expressive surface - and they thus and then most 
new towers in New York do not matter – they have eliminate, or forget about number, math, physics and are 
just sweet, new cartoons without material, weight and - what Rupert Sheldrake calls - “morphic resonance“ – a 
connective field of waves of universal energy...  Is Highline 23  the morphic locomotive off the tracks?

Andrew MacNair









In the recent exhibition, curated by 
Sylvia Lavin with Hi-C at Ace Gallery 
in Los Angles, the press release 
says:

“The Artless Drawing” focuses on 
the graphic work of Neil Denari 
produced between 1982 and 1996 
just before digital design became 
ubiquitous. Although painstakingly 
made by hand, the perfectly 
rendered drawings appear to have 
been generated by a machine 
rather than by an architect seeking 
artistic expression. The exhibition 
showcases the extraordinary range 
of manual techniques Denari used 
to create what is now his signature 
style and reveals that Denari made 
these drawings less in the manner 
of an artist or draughtsman than in 
that of a human computer.

While this may be true, this 
statement bows to the holy god of 
the computer, when in fact we mere 
mortals can do drawings by hand 
that the computer does not and will 
never do.  

We are still superior in hand, mind, 
and spirit to the machine.  

What is more interesting and most 
relevant about the drawings of Neil 
Denari is the working out by hand 
of the tug-of-war between the 
biological and mechanical analogies 
- deeply engrained in the polemics 
of the Modern Movement - in a 
super realism where thinking and 
care for work and working out of 
ideas in architecture operate in a 
passionate and convincing cathexis, 
rigor and exactitude of study to be 
built down to the foot and at times 
even to the inch.

Highline 23 reflects this dual 
investigation into machine as 
living organism, Neil has taken 
on and sustained this dualism 
for decades and developed a 
syntactical taxonomy for building 
buildings within contextual 
planning at all scales in all 
environments. The Highline 23 
Tower for example is mechanical 
machine and body of bones 
and skin with bulging muscle, 
pliugged-in, and almost ready to 
roll down the tracks. One feels 
that if it could, it would. 



CHANGING IDEALS IN MODERN ARCHITECTURE

The Mechanical Analogy

Beginning of Chapter
Peter Collins

Of the various analogies used in the nineteenth century to 
clarify the principles of a new architecture, probably the 

only one to equal in importance the biological analogy has been 
the analogy between buildings and machines.  Historically,  it 
may even be said to take precedence, especially if we extend 
its meaning to include the more general thesis that functional 
efficiency is a kind of beauty; for as Edward de Zurko has shown 
in his “Origins of Functionalist Theory,” the idea of relating 
beauty to the simpler aspects of mechanical utility goes back to 
remote antiquity, whilst the idea of using machines as functional 
analogies was itself applied to physics, politics and economics 
long before it was applied to architecture.

At the beginning of the nineteenth century, Henri Milne-
Edwards tried to grasp the way organic forms developed by 
studying them as if they were machines.  But in the middle of 
the eighteenth century, the affinities between organisms and 
machines were considered more notable for their disparities 
rather than for their similarities.  Hogarth, for example, in his 
“Analysis of Beauty (1753) remarked that the beauty of a clock 
mechanism was as nothing compared with the beauty of the 
human body, and in criticizing Harrison’s marine chronometer 
in this respect, he observed that ‘if a machine for this purpose 
had been nature’s work, the whole and every individual part 
would have led to exquisite beauty of form without danger of 
destroying the exquisiteness of its motion, even as if ornament 
had been the sole aim’.  It was not until the middle of the 
nineteenth century, when the demand for a new architecture 
became insistent, and when more grandiose types of machines 
had been invented, that the mechanical analogy was used in an 
attempt to solve problems of architectural theory.  By the end 
of the century, only very special and esoteric groups, Such as 
those which supported the theory o f ‘Art for Art’s Sake’, dared 
publicly support the view that purely utilitarian objects were 
necessarily ugly.

0 
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CHANGING IDEALS IN MODERN ARCHITECTURE

The Mechanical Analogy

End of Chapter

Peter Collins

There is no need to list the pitfalls 
of the mechanical analogy, or to 

emphasize the dangers of comparing 
objects which are motionless with objects 
whose essential purpose is to move.  But 
it may be appropriate to conclude by 
mentioning one of the more disastrous 
consequences of this analogy, since its 
gravity seems to be increasing; namely, 
the fact that buildings so often tend to be 
treated as isolated objects, set arbitrarily 
in the landscape or city, rather than as 
part of the environment, since clearly all 
living organism depend on environments 
for their existence. and constitute 
within themselves environments which 
influence other organisms nearby.  But 
the mechanical analogy unwittingly lent 
support to exactly precise localities, nor 
are they designed with a view to the 
specific spatial relationships between 
one another; and it is this which has 
undoubtly increased the tendency to 
design every building as if it were isolated 
in space.  Moreover, we are now too 
familiar with the way industrial designers 
envelope mechanisms, in arbitrary 
enclosures, the resultant appearance 
being paradoxically the very opposite of 
what the nineteenth century theorists 
visualized when they drew attention to 
the functional appearance of modern 
machines. It is for these reasons that 
the mechanical analogy never provided 
a coherent solution to the problem of 
creating a new and rational vocabulary of 
standardized machine-made architectural 
forms which would harmonize with their 
surroundings, and with each other; as 
well as with the modern age.

Z



Design informs most of what we come in contact with whether it is architecture, mobile devices, cars, software and web 
services, or a school’s curriculum.  Sentences are designed, edited down so they convey meaning with efficient elegance.  “Good” 
design delights with its simplicity, its flexibility and ease of use.

Design was on my mind while walking through the Museum of Natural History’s excellent exhibit on the race between Robert Falcon 
Scott and Roald Amundsen to first reach the South Pole (1911-1912).  Perhaps it’s a strange place to be thinking about design, 
but expeditions, especially those attempting to first reach the South Pole, are amazing crucibles for design.  Each team had to 
carefully select its route and take nearly everything with them: fuel, clothing, plenty of food for themselves and their animals, shelter, 
transportation, etc.  It was critical to design the expeditions so that they would be flexible enough to meet changing conditions.  In fact, 
Scott didn’t realize he was in a race until receiving a surprise telegram from Amundsen: “BEG LEAVE INFORM YOU PROCEEDING 
ANTARCTIC — AMUNDSEN”.

It is through this lens that we can see how each team’s preparation, experience, and design choices impacted their efforts.  Ultimately, 
Scott reached the pole only to find that Amundsen had beaten him to it.  Freezing cold, frostbitten, and running short of supplies, Scott 
and his team lost their lives on the return.  Tragically, the remaining polar team was found only 11 miles short of their main depot’s 
relative safety.  On the other hand, Amundsen’s team successfully reached the pole before Scott without any loss of life.  How did this 
happen?  What can design teach us about these outcomes?  How can these lessons be applied to the less lethal, but similar challenges 
of building teams and operating companies?

CoMpeTinG GoalS vS. SinGulariTy of purpoSe

Scott’sTerra Nove Expedition had competing goals.  Not only were they seeking to reach the South Pole first, but also they had various 
scientific goals requiring additional manpower and equipment.  Scott’s expedition was well-publicized and he knew that the success 
of the expedition would hang on whether he reached the pole.  While the scientific work was important, it was ultimately a distraction.  
Scott setup camp at Cape Evans since it was a better area for the scientific work they planned to complete.  However, it was 60 miles 
further from the pole than Amundsen’s camp on the Ross Ice Shelf.  Scott had already disadvantaged his team before the journey 
began.

On the other hand, the Amundsen Expeditdesigned itself with one, clear goal: reach the South Pole first.  The route, equipment, 
team members’ skills, mode of transportation, food supply – everything – was selected for the sole purpose of reaching the pole first.  
Amundsen fielded a small, agile team with only nine men, some with arctic experience and others who were completely green.  But 
they were built for speed and brought 52 dogs with them.  In contrast, Scott had 65 men (including the ship team) when only five would 
make the final trek to the pole.  In a showing of Amundsen’s focus, he took only two pictures the entire expedition while Scott’s team 
extensively documented their efforts and brought 35,000 cigars with them.



Perhaps even more important was that everyone on Amundsen’s expedition understood that there was only one goal.  This likely freed 
expedition members to make informed decisions without having to weigh any choice in the context of competing goals.  Tellingly, on the 
return from the pole and nearing exhaustion, Scott’s team added 30 pounds of geological specimens to their sledges.

STarT SiMple and iTeraTe 
Scott’s team also had a complex transportation plan that involved ponies, dogs, three motorized sledges, and “man-hauling” (like it 
sounds: hauling your own supplies).  The motorized sledges cost seven times what the dogs and ponies cost combined, although three-
quarters of the distance was completed with man-hauling.  The ponies were only used for the first 25% of the trip as the ponies were 
not suited to travel up the Beardmore Glacier.  In an inauspicious beginning for Scott, one of the motorized sledges fell through the ice 
while being unloaded from the ship, and the remaining two were abandoned due to mechanical failures.

Amundsen’s team kept things simple.  They relied exclusively on dogs for transportation, calculating correctly that dogs would be able 
to make it over any terrain they would encounter.  Despite their affection for the dogs, Amundsen’s expedition relied on weaker dogs for 
food, both for the dog team and themselves.  Scott was reluctant to use dogs in this way although he didn’t shy from using the ponies 
for food.  Scott also ignored the expert advice of Fridtjof Nansen, the famous Norwegian explorer, who told Scott to bring “dogs, dogs, 
and more dogs”.  Scott received this advice while trialing his new motor sledges in Norway and, likely feeling the momentum of the 
sledges’ expense and the effort involved in developing them, decided to continue using them.  While Amundsen fed his dogs with seals 
and penguins, Scott was forced to bring the ponies’ food from England and carry the extra weight during the expedition.

Upon reaching Antarctica, Amundsen’s lead skier,Olav Bjaaland, redesigned the sledges, tents and footwear.  While Scott’s team used 
the same sledges, Bjaaland shaved the Norwegians’ sledges down, reducing each sledge’s weight from 165 pounds to 48 pounds.  
Further, the boxes hauled on the sledges were designed so that their contents could be accessed without unloading them.  The 
Norwegians also soldered their fuel cans closed to eliminate evaporation.  Scott knew of the evaporation issue from his experience 
on an earlier expedition with Shackleton, but Scott’s expedition used cork plugs anyway, and were dismayed to find that significant 
amounts of fuel had evaporated by the time the team reached the depots.  Lastly, Amundsen outfitted his men with loose-fitting 
fur clothing that kept them warm and dry, a technique he picked up from his experience with the Inuit.  Scott selected closer-fitting 
windproof materials that trapped perspiration, leaving his team wetter and colder.  Amundsen enabled the innate talents of his small 
team to run while successfully drawing on his experience and the advice of others.  These were all fairly small design choices that, in 
combination, had a very positive impact on Amundsen’s chances.

a Grand viSion and praCTiCal STepS To aChieve iT 
The grand vision was to achieve the pole first, but each expedition sent teams ahead to lay necessary route markers and set up depots.  
The markers made it easier to navigate their respective routes and the depots provided food, fuel, and equipment in the field.  During 
critical stretches, Amundsen’s team methodically laid markers every mile, using pre-painted black food containers to show the way.  
Closer to the pole, he erected 6-foot cairns every three miles which included a note indicating the cairn’s location, the direction to the 
next cairn, and the distance to the next supply depot.  These cairns acted as effective milestones for the team, aiding navigation and 
providing much-needed signals of progress.

Scott’s depots were laid out less regularly and were marked with one flag each.  Walls used to protect the ponies during lunch and night 
stops were used as markers, so there was no regular spacing to help with navigation.  Unlike Amundsen’s markers, Scott’s were laid 
further apart making it impossible to travel on inclement days that had poor visibility.  With a simpler and more structured design for 
route-marking, Scott’s team would have traveled regardless of most weather, and might have been saved.

building A teAM 
Building an effective expedition team meant finding the right balance of skills and personalities.  In preparation for the expedition, Scott 
hired an engineer,Reginald Skelton to create the motorized sledges.  However, when it came time to choose the expedition members, 
Scott bowed to the demands of his second-in-command, Teddy Evans who objected to Skelton’s selection.  Evans took issue with the 
fact that Skelton out-ranked him in the British Navy – Evans did not want a more senior officer to overshadow his position.  Allowing 
this issue to become politicized seems to be a clear lack of Scott’s leadership, who should have found a place for Skelton and dealt 
with Evans’ concerns.  Without Skelton’s skills, two of the three motorized sledges had to be abandoned after running into mechanical 
issues that Skelton likely could have fixed.

The Norwegians were also accomplished skiers and were able to keep up with the dogs pulling the sledges.  The Norwegians knew 
how to care for their dogs as well, keeping track of mileage and being sure not to overwork them.  Amundsen even brought Bjaaland, a 
champion skier, to pace his team.  While Scott also brought a Norwegian skier to train the rest of the men to ski, Scott didn’t require his 
men to train.  This became a major hindrance as most of his British teammates had very little or no experience on skis.  This hampered 
Scott’s progress as the men awkwardly learned to ski while on the expedition, while hauling their supplies, too.  Scott’s lack of 
leadership and seeming willingness to let politics impact his selection of individuals with the appropriate skills put his whole expedition 
at a disadvantage.

MAking Your own luck 
These two expeditions captured my imagination with the details we have from Scott’s diary and Amundsen’s own account.  It’s a 
fascinating piece of history that offers some interesting lessons on how to design and lead teams in conditions harsher than most of us 
will ever experience.  In his book The South Pole, Amundsen concludes:

I may say that this is the greatest factor – the way in which the expedition is equipped – the way in which every difficulty is foreseen, 
and precautions taken for meeting or avoiding it. Victory awaits him who has everything in order – luck, people call it. Defeat is certain 
for him who has neglected to take the necessary precautions in time; this is called bad luck. – Roald Amundsen

The defining principle I take away from Amundsen’s success is that if something can be done simply, it’s almost always preferable to a 
complex solution.  So, the next time someone offers you three motorized sledges (and nobody to fix them) for your polar expedition or 
52 dogs, take the dogs.

This article is from Adam Erlebacher’s Blog at  www.erlebacher.org and printed here with his permission.



First  sketch for a competition for an Intermodal Station (train, airport and subway) in Dubai, 2008. Each color represents the vessels of 
connections and transportation modes. This drawing belongs to a series of  diagrams which identify types of displacement (horizontal, vertical, 
mixed)  key to organizing crowds and activities. Luciano Landaeta, NY.
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